
10 Great Books (Adult Titles):

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

This American classic is told through the eyes of a Minnesota-based young adult, Nick
Carraway, who moved to Long Island, NY during the Jazz Age in search of business
prospects. Fitzgerald’s classic novel follows several characters through their journey of
social mobility aimed at love and the American Dream.

Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

The Fellowship Of The Ring is the first of a three-book trilogy centered around Tolkien's
mythical middle earth. This first book follows the adventures of Frodo Baggins and
company as they travel through middle earth carrying the ring. Along their journey, they
encounter wizards, dwarfs, elves, trolls, and orcs, all of whom desire the one ring.
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The Odyssey by Homer
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

This 8th-century work defines “standing the test of time.” The Odyssey by Homer is
noted as one of the significant contributions to western philosophy. He influenced many
great names including Aristotle. This Poem is divided into 24 books and follows
Odysseus, the Greek king of Ithaca, and his journey back home after the Trojan War.
This Epic Poem is a must-read for anyone interested in ancient Greek literature,
philosophy, or religion.

Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

Placed in the 19th century, this novel follows the journey to the love of two out of five of
the sisters in the Bennet family: Jane and Elizabeth. It is not your typical love at first
sight romance novel, but instead involves complete opposite characters who need to
overcome numerous barriers before their happily ever after.
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The Outsiders by S. E. Hinton
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

14-year-old boy Ponyboy Curtis endures life’s most intense moments in just two weeks.
This book reiterates those two weeks filled with life and death and unfolds both the
social and personal issues that exist for teenagers like Ponyboy of the 20th century. Will
the Greasers, a low-class group, or the Socs, consisting of the privileged West-side
kids, win this societal battle? Read to find out!

The Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger
Library Catalog

Frustration? Disarray? Superficial? The Catcher in the Rye follows Holden Caulfield, a
young 16-year-old student who was just expelled from school. Follow Holden on a
two-day reflection as he meditates upon adults' fake and phony life. The Catcher in the
Rye is known by many as a highly influential book in “American- style rebellion” This
classic book will make you consider how adults are viewed through the lens of
rebellious teens.
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Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison
Library Catalog

As Ralph Ellison’s one-and-only novel, this book involves a nameless narrator
attempting to find his place in the larger society. Racism is the focus of this novel, which
ultimately encourages the invisible young black man to move across the country.
Despite uplifting his entire life, he continues to hate society’s constraints and ends up in
a unique place to find his true self.

Animal Farm by George Orwell
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

Considered a political satire, George Orwell’s Animal Farm is a 1940s American classic
that looks to make fun of politics through an allegory. The book takes place on a farm
where the animals banded together to overthrow the humans running the farm. This
satirical novel is thought to represent the Russian revolution and the betrayal of Joseph
Stalin. This one-of-a-kind work takes you on a journey to achieve an egalitarian society
through the life of barn animals.
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To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

This well-deserved Pulitzer Prize-winning novel is suitable for relative ages from Young
Adults to the Elderly. Placed in the incredibly prejudiced South during the middle of the
Great Depression, a young girl learns about the unfairness of society from her lawyer
father. As controversial as this book can be, it is eye-opening enough to be a must-read!

Song of Solomon by Toni Morrison
Library Catalog eBook Audiobook

Symbols, symbols, and more symbols! Toni Morrison uses this novel to share important
life lessons learned by the main character, Milkman, while incorporating intriguing
symbols that keep the reader yearning for more. Love, community, self-identity, and
justice are all the novel's themes, yet it is told in the most adventurous and enticing
narrative possible. Will you follow Milkman’s journey through three of his most
life-formulating decades?
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